
July 21, 2017 

 
 

Program Coordinator for Montgomery Moving Forward 
Reports to Program Director, Montgomery Moving Forward (MMF) 
Part-Time (50%) 
 
Nonprofit Montgomery strengthens nonprofits in Montgomery County, advocates for the sector, 
and catalyzes action to solve the community’s toughest challenges. Montgomery Moving Forward is 
a Collective Impact initiative housed within Nonprofit Montgomery, which addresses economic 
opportunity, specifically by examining the early care and education system in Montgomery County.  

Key Duties: 
 

 Coordinates (MMF) event and meeting logistics such as identifying meeting space, 
ordering food, producing name tags, making sure that the environment is conducive to 
the event, copying packets, handling registration, and making sure events are on shared 
calendars 

 Supports evaluations of the MMF initiative by generating and tabulating feedback forms 
 Supports activities related to the MMF Leadership Group including regular full group 

meetings and smaller workgroup gatherings by attending meetings as required and 
providing administrative support 

 Supports maintenance of the MMF presence on the Nonprofit Montgomery website 
 Supports monthly MMF e-newsletter production and dissemination and other 

occasional communications 
 Updates MMF database, including helping to keep files and databases current, making 

sure information supports the initiative and generating relevant reports 
 Supports MMF fundraising by assisting with research, proposal and report submissions 

and communications with donors 
 Compiles issue-related research 
 Other duties in support of Nonprofit Montgomery as assigned 

 
Required Skills: 
 

 Proficient with MS Word, PowerPoint, Excel and Google G Suite (Docs, Gmail, Drive, 
Calendar). Salesforce, Mail Chimp and social media experience a plus. 

 Applicant should be detail-oriented with attention to accuracy. 
 Excellent communication and customer relations skills.   
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Nonprofit Montgomery has a small staff, with a collegial work environment. Hours can be flexibly 
scheduled. 
 
As a half-time employee, the incumbent is entitled to vacation, sick leave, and holidays at 50% of 
the rate indicated in the WRAG Employee Handbook for full-time employees. Part-time employees 
may elect to observe six of the eleven holidays that WRAG observes.  All other leave is earned on a 
prorated basis. A half-time employee is not eligible for the other benefits described in the WRAG 
Employee Handbook.  
 
To apply, submit a cover letter and resume to Brigid Howe, Executive Director, Nonprofit 
Montgomery at connect@nonprofitmoco.org. 
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